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1. Introduction
The sculptural work of northern Togo and the areas bordering on Ghana, Burkina
Faso and Benin is first mentioned in German colonial literature at the beginning of
the 20th century – from the ethnological point of view in particular. A first photo of
a Moba sculpture, designated as ‘’ancestor image’’, was shown by Zech in 1904 [1].
Shortly afterwards in 1911, Seefried published a photo of a similar sculpture
embedded in an assembly designated ‘’fetish place, Moab‐land’’ [2], see Fig. 1.
However, already in 1919, in his remarkable book ‘’L’art nègre’’ (French reprint [3]),
written now from the (western) art point of view, Markov published photos of a
sculpture taken in the Berlin Ethnological Museum in 1912/13, see Fig. 1, without
any tribal attribution however. The large sculpture (125cm) was in fact collected in
1899 in the Temba‐Kotokoli region and thus originates from northern Togo (see
Chapter 15). Several decades passed before works from this region were again
mentioned in art‐related publications, i.e. by Sydow [4] in 1954, Krieger [5] in 1965,
and Cole & Ross [6] in 1977, who depicted several figures from the Moba (see
Chapter 12).
Fourteen years after this last publication, the first exhibition, focusing only on
northern Togo, took place, i.e. on the art of the Moba, organized by Amrouche &
Thiam in 1991 [7], and – 17 years later – a second exhibition was dedicated to the art
of the Lamba and Losso, again organized by Amrouche, in 2008 [8].
As already briefly mentioned above, at the turn of 19th/20th centuries, a multitude
of mainly ethnological studies were performed and thousands of ethnological
objects from the peoples of the northern part of the German protectorate Togo
were collected and sent to German ethnological museums by German colonial
administrators and researchers, such as Frobenius, Gruner, Kersting, Rigler, Thierry,
and Zech. After 1914 (First World War), the German protectorate was split between
the United Kingdom and France and French colonial administrators Cornevin and
Froelich continued studying the peoples of today’s northern Togo in the 1940/50s
and published detailed works about their life and culture.
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None of these ethnological studies focused on anthropomorphic sculpture from the
western art point of view, although wooden figures and fetishes and their
significance in the religious context were repeatedly mentioned. This valuable
information was however dispersed among the numerous works about the
different peoples and a comprehensive overview, summary and discussion are
missing. The later art‐related publications mainly focused on the Moba, Lamba and
Fig. 1
First photos [1‐3]
and art exhibitions [7, 8]
of sculptural works of
northern Togo
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Losso peoples, as mentioned above – whose works also most frequently appeared
on the tribal art market. Comprehensive studies about the sculptural works of the
other numerous peoples of northern Togo are still lacking.
The aim of this publication is thus to give a much broader view of the sculptural
works of northern Togo, i.e. not only focusing on the Moba, Lamba and Losso, but
taking into account all the other peoples who, according to the ethnological studies
mentioned above, are known to also have used figural works in their culture; Fig. 2
gives an overview of these peoples discussed here. Considered too are peoples in
today’s Ghanaian border area, which, before 1914, also belonged to the German
protectorate, as shown in Fig. 3.
In a first part, in alphabetical order, the individual peoples according to Fig. 2 are
discussed in Chapters 2‐15. The content always follows a similar structure:
descriptions of their i) settlement area, ii) origin (autochthonous or immigrated),
Fig. 2
Peoples of northern Togo
and border areas
considered in this work
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iii) language family, iv) religious system, and v) significance and purpose of the
sculptural work. In a second part, Chapter 16, the relationships between the
sculptural work (its significance and purpose) and the other parameters (origin,
language, religious system) are discussed and corresponding conclusions drawn.
The sculptural conceptions and functions are also addressed. The chapters are
supplemented by further examples from private collections.
Fig. 3
German protectorate in
northern Togo in 1909 [9]
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2. Anufo‐Tchokossi
The Anufo (or Tchokossi) people mainly live in the northeastern part of Ghana’s
Northern Region and on the Oti river plane of Togo’s Savanes Region where their
traditional capital, Sansanne Mango, is situated, see Figs. 2 and 3. Main neighbors
are the Mamprusi and Ngangam‐Dye in the north, the Konkomba in the south and
Lamba in the east. They name themselves ‘’Anufo’’ (i.e. the people from Anu, Ivory
Coast) but they are denominated ‘’Tchokossi’’ or ‘’Chakosi’’ by their neighbors.
Their language, Anufo, is a Kwa language, the only non‐Gur language in northern
Togo [1‐4].
The Anufo are an amalgam of Muslim Mande‐Dyula horsemen and Akan people and
originated from the Ivory Coast, see (possible) route of Anufo migration in Fig. 4 [4].
Following a request for support from the Mamprusi against a Gurma invasion, the
Anufo immigrated in the mid‐18th century into the current settlement area where
they later raided, enslaved and assimilated the local inhabitants, i.e. groups from
the Konkomba, Moba, Ngangam‐Dye, etc. They established a kind of feudalistic
society composed of three classes: nobles, commoners and Muslims [1‐4] (abridged
version).
Fig. 4
Anufo‐Tchokossi raiding
area and possible
migration route [4],
and Dagari figures [6],
identical‐looking to Anufo
fertility figures acc. to [4].
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In 1974, the Anufo religion was pluralistic, Islam and animistic beliefs coexisted, e.g.
divination was performed by Muslim sand‐writers as well as by animistic cowry‐
diviners and clients of both were Muslims as well as non‐Muslims, as described in
[5] (p174). In 1986, the animistic beliefs were predominant in the autochthonous
population (i.e. the commoners) and were very similar to those of the surrounding
peoples, i.e. several types of benevolent and malevolent spirits acted as
intermediaries between the High (or creator) God and the population, such as
territorial, kin‐oriented, personal and medicine spirits; the ancestors formed part
of the kin‐oriented spirits. Each type of spirit was venerated in specific shrines.
Medicine shrines, for instance, had the typical conical earthen mound structure
found almost everywhere in northern Togo; ancestor shrines were either trees in
front of the compounds or the graves inside the compounds [4].
Concerning anthropomorphic representations attributed to the Anufo, no references
could be found in the tribal art literature or corresponding archives (e.g. in the
Frobenius archive). Kirby [4] (p72) however mentioned that fertility shrines often
contain ‘’rude figurines’’ called ndam. He referred to identical‐looking figures
shown in [6] (p434, Figs. 110, 111), but admitted that their signification is different.
In fact, these identical‐looking figures were typical ancestor figures of the Dagari,
exhibiting an inverted Y shape, see Fig. 4 (right).
While it is understandable that the autochthonous people maintained some of their
animistic practices and traditions, it is surprising that only this short note about the
existence of Anufo figural work could be found in literature. The German and
French colonial officers and researchers (Zech, Frobenius, Froelich, Cornevin, etc.),
who performed detailed studies of the neighboring people (see following chapters),
including their socio‐religious life and figural work, unfortunately did not establish
any similarly detailed research concerning the Anufo‐Tchokossi.
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3. Bassari‐Ntcham
The Bassari people live at the foot of the Bassar Mountains, i.e. the western foothills
of the Atakora mountain chain, in the eponymous prefecture of the Kara Region in
Northern Togo, see Figs. 2 and 3. Main neighbors are the Konkomba to the north,
the Dagomba to the west, the Lamba and Kabye‐Kabre to the northeast and the
Temba‐Kotokoli to the southeast. Alternative names are ‘’Bassar’’, ‘’Basari’’ or
‘’Ntcham’’, while they denominate themselves ‘’Bi‐Tchambe’’ [1] or ‘’Be‐Tyambe’’
[2]. They should not be confused with the eponymous Bassari people of Senegal to
which they are not related.
The Togolese Bassari in 1962 were not a homogeneous people, they were composed
of five main groups [1], i.e. i) a few clans that designate themselves as autochthonous
(around 9% of the population), ii) former paragourma populations from the north
(Konkomba, Gangan, etc., around 49%), iii) former Tem‐Kabre (around 10%), iv)
former Mossi and Dagomba (around 13%), and v) former Gouang people from
Ghana. Their language is Bassari (also denominated Ntcham or Tobote), which
belongs to the Oti‐Volta sub‐group of the Gur languages.
The Bassari were organized in chiefdoms, although the chief had only limited
power. Iron ore deposits resulted in the development of an industry of iron
production and processing in the past. In 1991, the Bassari were mainly farmers
however. They lived in farmsteads composed of the typical roundhouses of
northern Togo, whose arrangement in the villages however was denser than in the
neighboring regions [1‐6]. In 1913, the Bassari adhered to the typical animistic
beliefs of northern Togo, which were however much less developed compared to
Fig. 5
Funeral doll, raffia fibers,
10cm [7]
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the neighboring Kabye‐Kabre or Tchamba for instance [5].
Zech in 1898 [3] did not mention any figural work of the Bassari; however, he did
not spend much time in this region. Klose on the contrary, who founded the
provisional German colonial base in Bassar, stayed much longer and wrote in 1899
[4, p491] that ‘’symbolic grotesque fetish portraits’’, as frequently found in the
coastal region (of Togo), were rare. Frobenius, who spent several weeks in the
Bassar village, mentioned in 1913 [5, p481] that wooden figures, like those found
in the neighboring Tim (Temba) region, were completely absent among the Bassari.
Cornevin in 1959 [1], based on numerous stays in the Bassari region in 1952 and
1953, did not mention any wooden figures in his detailed work about the Bassari,
which comprises sections about plastic arts and charms. Similarly, Froelich and
Alexandre in 1963 [2] did not refer to any figural work in the sections about
craftworks and cultural elements, with one exception, see below. Hahn, who
studied the material culture of the Bassari, explicitly wrote in 1991 [6, p87] that he
did not see any wooden figures.
These statements regarding the most probable absence of any (significant) figural
work are supported by the fact that no anthropomorphic representations attributed
to the Bassari could be found in literature or current online archives, e.g. the Yale‐
Van Rijn or Frobenius Archives, with the one exception of a small doll made of
twisted raffia fibers, shown in Fig. 5, representing the body of a deceased woman
during the second funeral, where the doll was carried on a bamboo stretcher
according to [7]. Similar body substitutions during Bassari funerals were mentioned
by Froelich and Alexandre [2, p47] and Hahn and Blier in the cases of the Lamba
and Tamberma, however roughly carved from Baobab branches in these latter
cases (see Chapters 9 and 13 about the Lamba and Tamberma).
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4. Dagomba
The Dagomba people mainly live in the eastern part of Ghana’s Northern Region
and to a smaller extent in the western zone of Togo’s Savanes region, see Figs. 2
and 3. Main neighbors are the Konkomba and Mamprusi in the north, the Bassari
in the east, and the Gonja in the west and south. They call themselves ‘’Dagbamba’’
and their homeland ‘’Dagbon’’ while their language is ‘’Dagbani’’, which belongs to
the More‐Dagbani sub‐group of Gur languages [1‐4].
The history of the Dagomba is known far back thanks to oral tradition transmitted
via state drummers lunsi acting as professional griots. In a very abridged version,
the people of the former Mossi‐Dagomba states immigrated from somewhere east
or northeast of Lake Chad to the northern Volta basin in the early 14th century. The
Dagomba kingdom then separated from the Mamprusi state (or kingdom) in the
15th century. In the 16th century, the Dagomba were pushed eastwards by the
Gonja, across the White Volta River to the current settlement area with its capital
Yendi [1‐4]. Based on political and military superiority, they established an
‘’aristocracy’’ which took advantage of the inferior (autochthonous) farming
population, as described by Frobenius at the beginning of the 20th century [5].
The Dagomba were under Islamic influence, the latter however being interfused
with traditional animistic practices, according to Zech at the end of the 19th century
Fig. 6
Statues attributed to the
Dagomba:
S1 [8],
S2 [10] (being most
probably Tchamba),
S3 [11] (exhibiting
Dagomba scarifications
acc. to [12])
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[4]. The traditional beliefs were similar to those of the surrounding peoples, i.e.
composed of a God nawuni and spirits and ancestors tiyaan‐nima who mediated
between the former and the people [6]. In 2010, only 10% of the population still
adhered to the traditional religion; they however also participated in Islamic rituals
of worship – the religious culture was in fact a blend of traditional and Islamic
beliefs [6], similar to that described for the Anufo‐Tchokossi (see Chapter 2 about
the Anufo).
Concerning figural works attributed to the Dagomba, only three references could
be found in the ethnological and tribal art literature or corresponding archives.
Sydow mentioned in 1954 [7, p64] female and male standing figures of the
‘’Dagombe’’ in the collection of the Ethnological Museum in Berlin, but only one
male figure attributed to the Dagomba is in that collection today (47.5cm, collected
by Rigler in 1900 [8]). As shown in Fig. 6 however, style and patina of this figure, S1,
do not correspond to those commonly attributed to northern Togo. Amrouche in
[9] mentioned that some Ewe‐Venavi figures were brought from the south to the
north. Nevertheless, an attribution of this figure to the people of the south of
Ghana or Togo seems also doubtful and its origin thus remains an enigma. In 2011,
figure S2, also shown in Fig. 6, was attributed to the Dagomba [10]; this attribution
however seems questionable since several figures from (most probably) the same
workshop were already, repeatedly, ascribed to the Tchamba, see Fig. 49, p101.
The Dagomba attribution of the terracotta couple, S3 in Fig. 6 [11], seems more
certain since the scarifications on the cheeks correspond to a similar pattern found
by Frobenius in the Tamale (Tomali) region, see the drawing [12], also shown in Fig.
6. The body scarifications, however, could not be retraced.
Information about the possible functions of such figures within the traditional belief
system could not be found. Detailed descriptions of the traditional Dagomba rites
of passage (birth, marriage, death) and ceremonies are given in [6], however only
‘’palpable objects like charms and amulets’’ are referred to, without any further
specification. Similarly, detailed descriptions about traditional medicine and
healing practiced among the Dagomba are provided in 2016 [13]; again only
‘’charms’’ are mentioned that are used by healers for diagnosing illnesses,
unfortunately without further details.
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Fig. 7, pages 20 &21

Terracotta, collected in the Dagomba region, 46 & 23cm (height)
Galerie Africana, Zurich
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5. Gurma
The Gurma people live mainly in the southeast of Burkina Faso; their main
neighbors there are the Peul in the north and Mossi in the west. However, their
settlement area also extends to Niger in the west and in the south to Benin and
northeastern Togo where the Moba are their neighbors in the west [1‐4], see Fig.
2. The Gurma moved southwards and immigrated in Togo in the 18th century [5].
Alternative names for Gurma are ‘’Gourma’’ or ‘’Gourmantche’’. Their language is
Gurma, which is related to the Mossi language and belongs to the Oti‐Volta sub‐
group of the Gur languages.
In 1985, the Gurma were farmers and lived in scattered settlements of circular
compounds that were composed of small earthen huts with straw roofs. The
cosmology consisted of the creator god tienu and several types of spirits such as
the ancestors and buli who mediated between god and human beings [3]. Each
person consisted of six physical and non‐physical components, i.e. gbannandi
(physical body), yienu (god‐consciousness), ciciliga (guiding spirit), naano (soul),
cabili (destiny), and naali (ancestor form, which can incarnate). Different types of
jingili altars existed in the compounds, i.e. semi‐circular stone altars, in which
sacrifices were offered.
Wooden and iron anthropomorphic representations originating from the Gurma
Fig. 8
Figures collected (or seen
[4]) in the Gurma region
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are mentioned and shown in [4, 6‐7], see Fig. 8. As these figures demonstrate, they
cannot be differentiated from those of their western neighbors in Togo, the Moba,
with the exception of the two figures on the right, the far right one being clearly
subjected to western influence according to [4]. Geis‐Tronich mentioned that such
post‐like representations originating from the Gurma could only be found in
northern Togo and the adjacent southern part of Burkina Faso, but more to the
north they did not exist [4]. This is confirmed and explained by the facts that i)
Zwernemann collected the figures shown in Fig. 8 in Nakitindi‐Est, i.e. in northern
Togo [6], and ii) the Gurma have adopted the language and customs of the Moba
in that specific region, according to Cornevin [5].
In 1997, Moba figures represented cicili protective spirits that were attributed to
human beings by the creator god (yendu) [6]. The cicili, even those of decedents,
could ask for materialization in the form of a wooden or iron figure through a
diviner. Similarly in the Gurma cosmology according to Swanson, as mentioned
above, one human component was the guiding spirit, ciciliga, the religious beliefs
of the Moba and Gurma were thus similar [6]. However, Swanson did not mention
the existence of any anthropomorphic representations in 1985 [3]. The centers of
his research region were Pama and Fada N’Gourma, which are 30‐130 km to the
north of Togo – thus most probably already in regions which were not under Moba
influence and where such figures did not exist according to Geis‐Tronich [4].
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6. Kabye‐Kabre
The Kabye (or Kabiye‐Kabre) people live in the Kabye massifs in the southeast of
the main Atakora mountain chain, in the Kozah and Bimah prefectures of the Kara
region in northeastern Togo [1], see Figs. 2 and 3 (Kabure). Their main neighbors
are the Losso and Lamba in the north, in the south the Temba and Tchamba, the
Bassari in the west and in the east the Bariba (amongst others, in Benin). They are
considered as being autochthonous, originating from the former Lama (as the
northern Lamba do). Their language is Kabye, which is related to that of the Temba
and Lamba, and belongs to the Oti‐Volta sub‐group of the Gur languages.
Several ethnological studies exist about the Kabye, compiled between 1898 and
1996 [2‐5]. In that period, they lived in the typical scattered settlements of northern
Togo and were known for their terrace cultivation. The society was acephalous –
the clan was the basic unit – and organized in different male and female age groups,
the transition between the groups being marked by initiation rituals. The cosmology
consisted of a creator god eso and several spirits, including those of the ancestors.
It was believed that human beings contain a spiritual power kalizay that is released
after death and can be transformed into an ancestor and return in a newborn baby.
The settlements always comprised an ancestor house where ancestor shrines in the
form of earth mounds were installed. Other benevolent and malevolent spirits, the
akolma and alewa respectively, and fertility spirits waynima existed in 1982 [4].
Fig. 9
Kabye terracotta objects
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Different types of anthropomorphic representations were described in the above‐
cited studies. Verdier [4] mentioned pieces of wood replacing deceased twins and
terracotta figures (called siwkpelasi) and heads representing ancestors, in addition
to fertility dolls, also made of terracotta, all of them exhibiting scarifications, see
Fig. 9. He also displayed a photo with a helmet of a dancer, on which, between the
two horns, a wooden figure is placed, see Fig. 10. Unfortunately, the signification
of this figure is not described. In a more recent photo [6], also shown in Fig. 10, the
wooden figure is replaced by a western puppet. Hahn [5], who studied the material
culture of the Kabye, referred to the terracotta ancestor and fertility figures
mentioned by Verdier and further enumerated clay figures sukpele that represented
deceased twins. He did not mention any wooden anthropomorphic figures. Krieger
[7] already showed a terracotta figure in 1969 attributed to the Kabye with traces
of white painting, denominated ‘’fetish made of clay, placed in the fields’’, collected
in 1907 by Kersting, see Fig. 9.
Amrouche in [8] further depicted a small terracotta head similar to that in Fig. 9,
dated by thermoluminescence in the 17th century. In 1992 [9], he published a
photo of the large wooden sculpture shown in Fig. 10 and attributed it to the
Kabye. The same sculpture was sold by Christie’s in 2016 [10], designated as ancestor
figure and attributed to the ‘’Kabye‐Tem’’, i.e. the Kabye or (?) their southern
neighbors Tem. However, the accompanying text only referred to the Kabye and
did not mention the Tem. This rather ambiguous cataloguing may somehow take
into account the fact that no other sources mention such large wooden figures
originating from the Kabye, in contrast to the case of the Tem (or Temba), where
Fig. 10
Typical Kabye
scarifications (left),
sculpture with (uncertain)
Kabye attribution,
helmets with wooden
figure and western
puppet
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several photos of similar figures were published, albeit with less pronounced
scarifications, as shown in Fig. 57, p115.
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7. Konkomba
The Konkomba people live in the Oti river basin in the northern border region of
Ghana and Togo. Neighbors are the Mamprusi and Tchokossi in the north, the
Lamba/Losso/Kabye in the east, the Bassari in the south and the Dagomba in the
southwest [1‐5], see Figs. 2 and 3. On the eastern side, the Konkomba area was
interspersed with frequent Lamba settlements and some Konkomba groups could
also be found in the south of the Bassari region in 1996 [4]. The Konkomba were
composed of five clans, see Fig. 11, whose cohesion however was marginal [1‐4],
they thus did not form a coherent people. The overarching denomination
‘’Konkomba’’ has (probably) obtained its significance through the colonial linguistic
usage [4]. Alternate denominations are today ‘’Kpankpam’’, ‘’Bikpakpaln’’ or
‘’Bikpakpaam’’. Their language is Konkomba (or Likpakpaln), which belongs to the
Oti‐Volta sub‐group of the Gur languages.
The Konkomba are considered acephalous and autochthonous, although local
migration was frequent since they were semi‐nomads [1‐4]. In 1954, they adhered
to the typical animistic beliefs of this region, including a creator god, different types
of spirits, ancestor worship and reincarnation beliefs, details can be found in [1].
Fig. 11
Region of Konkomba and
their clans in 1954 [1]
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In 1996, all sacred places and shrines were outdoors, they did not have ancestor
houses, as did for instance the neighboring Lamba and Kabye [4].
Concerning the statuary, no images/photos or references of sculptures or figures
attributed to the Konkomba could be found in the literature of the 19th and 20th
centuries – only in recent years have works attributed to the Konkomba appeared
on the tribal art market, many of them are large‐scale, i.e. higher than 80 cm, see
some selected examples in Fig. 12 [6‐10]. Also, it seems difficult to recognize a
consistent style in these works, since they vary from highly abstract with simple
volumes to much more complex compositions.
On the other hand, Frobenius wrote in 1913 that the Konkomba did not use wooden
figures [11]. Froelich [1], who performed field studies in 1940‐48 in the Konkomba
region, explicitly wrote that no sculptures or figures existed or were in use in the
cultural context (p179: ‘’… les croyances religieuses ne se traduisent pas matérielle‐
ment, ni par des édifices ni par représentations anthropomorphes … il n’y a pas de
fétiches auxquels est rendu un culte.’’). Similarly, Hahn in [4], who did fieldwork on
the material culture in that region between 1986 and 1993, wrote that few wooden
objects played a role in the sacred life of the Konkomba, mentioning wooden staff
of diviners, but no anthropomorphic representations (in contrast to their eastern
neighbors, the Lamba, where those were mentioned by Hahn).
This substantial contradiction is difficult to explain. It seems hard to believe that
Fig. 12
Selection of sculptures
with recent
(questionable?)
attribution to the
Konkomba
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Frobenius, Froelich and Hahn did not notice the existence of anthropomorphic
representations, since the Konkomba did not seem to have secret shrines hidden
in the (simple) houses, as mentioned above, and particularly in view of the often
large size of these works. It is also difficult to imagine that the Konkomba changed
their cultural practices since 1993. It may thus be concluded that these works
offered on the market do not originate from the Konkomba or are recent outcomes
of a production destined for the tribal art market, as has also developed in the
northern Moba or eastern Losso/Lamba regions in recent years.
It is however conceivable that these works do not originate from the Konkomba,
since the ethnic settlement is heterogeneous, as described above, or due to often
unclear people denominations. This assumption would be reinforced by the fact
that no consistent style seems to exist. An example is the sculpture on the far right
in Fig. 12. The original purchase certificate states its origin as ‘’Komboli, Togo’’,
which then mutated into ‘’Konkomba’’ in the Yale archive denomination [10].
However, analyzing the style, the more appropriate origin is most probably
‘’Kambole’’, a village in the south of the Tchamba and east of the Temba peoples,
whose style is very similar to that of this sculpture. The fact that the Konkomba do
not form a uniform people, as mentioned above, may contribute to these problems.
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8. Kusasi
The Kusasi people live mainly in the Bawku district of the Upper East Region in
Northern Ghana and partially in the western part of Northern Togo, see Fig. 2.
Neighbors are the better known Mamprusi in the south and Moba in the east. This
region, however, exhibits a highly diversified ethnic mix, even in the core areas of
the individual peoples, and local migration is frequent. The Kusasi are considered
as being autochthonous; they adhere to the typical animistic beliefs of West Africa,
including ancestor worship; the influence of Islam is still minor. Their language is
Kusaal, which belongs to the Oti‐Volta sub‐group of the Gur languages [1, 2]. Several
other denominations are used for the Kusasi: ‘’Kusaal’’, ‘’Kusale’’, or ‘’Koussasse’’.
Concerning the statuary, images or photos of Kusasi statues or figures could not be
found in older literature – it is only recently that works attributed to the Kusasi have
appeared on the tribal art market, see Fig. 13 (left) [3]. Interesting, however, is a
photo of a statue published by Seefried in 1911 [4] and designated as ‘’Fetischplatz
beim Häuptling in Kpatua, Moab‐Land’’ (fetish place at the chief’s in Kpatua, Moab‐
region), see Fig. 13 (right) (Moab is an alternate name of Moba). The same photo
was published by Küas in 1939 [5], however with the designation ‘’Fetischgerät in
Kpatua‐Mamprussi’’ (fetish tool in Kpatua‐Mamprussi).
A search for the village of Kpatua reveals finally that it is located in the (according
Fig. 13
Statues from the Kusasi
region, 62‐108cm, [3],
(left),
1911 [4] (right)
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to [6] so‐called) influence area, and not core area of the Mamprusi (or Mamprussi),
but in the core area of the Kusasi, see Fig. 34, p70.
This example again highlights the difficulty of attributing statues and objects of
northern Ghana and Togo to a specific ethnic group. Considering i) the above‐
mentioned pronounced small‐scale heterogeneity of the ethnic groups and
frequent migrations, ii) the also frequent mixing of the cultures of autochthonous
and immigrated equestrian peoples (Mamprusi, Dagomba, etc.), and iii) the not
always clear denominations of the peoples, a precise and unquestionable
attribution of cultural objects to individual peoples in northern Ghana and Togo is
impossible in many cases. The only possible attribution seems one related to the
location of collection (if reliably known), i.e. for instance ‘’Statue from the Kusasi
region’’, rather than ‘’Statue from the Kusasi’’.
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Fig. 14, pages 32 & 33

Wood, collected in the Kusasi region, 62cm
Seydou Moussa, Lomé / Galerie Africana, Zürich

Fig. 15, pages 34 & 35

Wood, collected in the Kusasi‐Bawku region, 70.5cm
Seydou Moussa, Lomé / Galerie Africana, Zürich

Fig. 16, pages 36 & 37

Wood, collected in the Kusasi region, 67cm
Seydou Moussa, Lomé / Galerie Africana, Zürich

Fig. 17, pages 38 & 39

Wood, collected in the Kusasi region, 92.5cm
Seydou Moussa, Lomé / Galerie Africana, Zürich

Fig. 18, pages 40 & 41

Wood, collected in the Kusasi region, 108cm
Seydou Moussa, Lomé / Galerie Africana, Zürich
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9. Lamba
The Lamba people live in the Defale mountain chain and neighboring northern
plane of the Keran and Doufelgou prefectures of the Kara region in northeastern
Togo [1], see Figs. 2 and 19. Their main neighbors are the Losso and Kabye in the
southeast, the Konkomba and Bassari in the west and southwest, the Tchokossi in
the north and Tamberma in the northeast. They are subdivided into four regional
groups, the Diffal in the mountain region, the Namba in the Kande region, the
Manganasise in the western part (around Anima, Kadjalla, Tchesside and Tchore),
and the Manganopo in the Pesside and Leon region (where they are mixed with
Kabye people), see Fig. 19 [2, 3] (the reference‐dependent different spellings were
maintained). The settlements of Lamba and Losso are often intermixed, which may
be the reason why both were sometimes confused or not differentiated from each
other in the colonial era [4]. The Lamba are considered as being autochthonous,
originating from the former Lama people. Their language is Lama, which is related
to that of the Kabye and Temba [2, 3].
In 1963/2008, the sociopolitical organization and cosmology were very similar to
those of the Kabye, including the scattered settlement, the clan as main unit, the
creator god (called in this case asegi [3]), the world of intermediary (harmful or
benevolent) spirits (alewa or emezea in [3] and alua or rana in [4]) and ancestors,
Fig. 19
Maps of Lamba region
(Defale Mountain chain
and northern plane) and
neighbors [2]
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the latter being venerated in ancestor houses (sina in [3], souna nampee in [4]).
Typical reincarnation beliefs existed, i.e. each body is inhabited by two ‘’principles’’,
a spirit kalisha that can come back in (even) several newborns and the soul lciyam
that dies with the body [3]. Formerly harmful persons may incarnate in wild game
[4]. The cosmology descriptions according to Froelich [3] and Amrouche [4] however
differ to some extent, in particular concerning the world of the spirits.
Anthropomorphic wooden figures were already collected very early in the Lamba
region by the colonial administrators Kersting in 1899 and Rigler in 1900, see Fig.
20 [5, 6]. The appearance of these figures is very different, and a common style
cannot be derived. Two figures similar to the one collected in 1900 were published
in [7] and [8] while the former, in contrast to the latter, was not specifically
attributed to the Lamba. Froelich strangely did not pay a lot of attention to these
figures and in 1963 [3] only mentioned the existence of clay figures sold to travelers
and protective charms without any further details. Hahn in 1996 [2] mentioned two
types of figures, i) Baobab tree branches representing deceased persons during
funeral ceremonies (thus similar to the Tamberma), and ii) roughly carved figures
dumpu representing and replacing deceased twins. He further referred to the
figures collected by Kersting and Rigler.
Amrouche acquired more than 150 figures between 2004 and 2008 in the Lamba
and Losso regions, see [4]. However, he knew the collection location for only a few
of them, which he could then clearly attribute to the Lamba, see Fig. 21, or Losso,
Fig. 20
Figures collected in the
Lamba region [5‐6] or
attributed to the Lamba
[7‐8], since 1899
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see Chapter 10. According to Hahn’s map [2] (Fig. 19 right), the two figures on the
far right were not from the Lamba region however (which does not exclude the
possibility that they originated from the Lamba people due to the above‐mentioned
ethnic mix).
Amrouche also emphasized that normally it is not possible to differentiate between
Lamba and Losso figures. Nevertheless, he tried to establish a morphologic
classification, which however (and not surprisingly) does not seem very conclusive.
Again a uniform style cannot be recognized in Fig. 21 and the appearances are
furthermore different from those figures collected near Difale and Tyessidé (Fig.
20). As accordingly mentioned by Amrouche, the stylistic variation is large, ranging
from geometric/stylized to more figurative/naturalistic. The figures are rather
small, 10‐50cm, made of hardwood or clay, and many of them exhibit scarifications.
According to Amrouche, Lamba figures are basically used for three purposes, i) to
replace deceased twins as mentioned above (rimpu or dumbia), ii) to provide a
home to spirits (alua or rana) or ancestors, or iii) to trap harmful spirits released
from hunted wild game (souna kplass). This summary is based on around ten
interviews in villages in the west of Kande and is (understandably) not always
conclusive.

Fig. 21
Figures acquired by
Amrouche and attributed
to the Lamba based on
the collection location [4]
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Fig. 22, pages 46 & 47

Wood, Lamba (or Losso), 29cm
Galerie Kirbach, Düsseldorf / Horstmann collection, Zug
Published in: Junge P, Wildung D. 5000 Jahre‐Afrika‐Ägypten‐Afrika,
Sammlung W. und U. Horstmann und Staatliche Museen zu Berlin. Kettler Verlag Berlin, 2008

Fig. 23, pages 48 & 49

Wood, collected in the Lamba region (could however also be Losso), 44.5cm
Issifou Nourridine, Lomé / Galerie Africana, Zürich
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10. Losso‐Naudeba
The Losso people live in the plane between the northern Defale mountain chain
and southern Kabye massifs, in the Doufelgou prefecture of the Kara region in
northeastern Togo [1], see Figs. 2 and 24. The district capital Niamtougou is part of
their settlement area. Their main neighbors are the Lamba and Kabye in the north
and south and the Bassari and Tamberma in the southwest and northeast. The
denomination ‘’Losso’’ originated from the Kabye and was adopted by the colonial
administration while they call themselves ‘’Naudeba’’ [1] or ‘’Naudemba’’ [2] (or
‘’Nawdba’’ in more recent works). Frobenius however did not differentiate between
Losso and Lamba and denominated both ‘’Losso’’ [3]. Maybe his travels across the
Losso and Lamba regions were too short, only a few days in January 1909 [4], to
capture the ethnic differences. Nonetheless, he recorded that the languages in
Niamtougou and Defale (Lamba region) were different, the former comprising
Mossi and the latter Tem elements. This coincides with the later view that – while
the Lamba and Kabye are autochthonous and have Tem‐related languages – the
Losso migrated from northern Mossi‐speaking territories, and infiltrated between
the Lamba and Kabye at the beginning of the 17th century [1, 2]. Furthermore, in
Fig. 24
Maps of Losso region and
neighbors, including
Lamba and Losso figures
at their location of
collection acc. to [5]
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the southwestern region, around Yaka and Agbande, Losso‐designated people also
lived (in 1950), who however were former Kabye [1].
Little is known about the sociopolitical organization and cosmology of the Losso [1];
Frobenius wrote that the human nature and type and form of settlement were the
same everywhere (in 1913), i.e. in the Losso and Lamba regions [3]. He mentioned
the role of twins and reincarnation beliefs, which were both typical for this region.
Information provided by Amrouche in 2008 [5] was mainly acquired in the Lamba
region, but then generalized to include Lamba and Losso, mainly based on the
frequent intermixing of the two peoples and similar cultural practices, see Chapter
9 about the Lamba.
Concerning anthropomorphic representations, Amrouche published more than 150
Lamba and Losso figures in 2008 [5]. He emphasized that normally it is not possible
to differentiate between Lamba and Losso figures, as already mentioned in the
previous Chapter. For a few of them he knew the collection location and thus
attributed them to the Lamba or Losso, see Fig. 25 for the latter and Fig. 21 for the
former. However, as can be seen in Fig. 24, none of the figures attributed to the
Losso originated from the Losso core region, as indicated by Froelich [1]; the
locations were situated in the transition zones between Losso and Lamba or even
in the Lamba region (e.g. Agbassa) or in the southern part where the Losso were
former Kabye. He also mentioned the existence of Losso terracotta figures similar
to those of the southern Kabye. Regarding the purpose of these figures he did not
differentiate between Lamba and Losso and mentioned the use in the cult of twins
and bush spirit or ancestor representations. Concerning the typical scarifications
exhibited by most of these figures, he emphasized that they are not an indication
Fig. 25
Figures acquired by
Amrouche and attributed
to the Losso based on the
location of collection [5]
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of ethnic affiliation. Frobenius and Fröhlich already mentioned in this respect that
the Losso adopted the scarification designs from the Kabye [3, 1].
Strangely, much earlier, Frobenius had written that no representations of ancestors
or amulet applications existed and that the people were poor in terms of formal
expressions of their religious life [3]. He only mentioned phallus‐like mounds at the
entry of each hut‐compound (called funfure) on which all the sacrifices were made.
In the Frobenius online archive [6], drawings of about 100 objects are shown
(vessels, pipes, knives, hoes, stools, bells, bracelets, etc.), mainly from Niamtougou
(Losso) and Defale (Lamba), but none of an anthropomorphic representation.
Frobenius however was attentive to figurative works as corresponding drawings
from the Kabye region demonstrated. Furthermore, he was accompanied by
Kersting [4] and they were together in Defale on January 18, 1909, where Kersting
had already collected three Lamba figures in 1899 according to [7], see Fig. 24 (left,
the three figures with white background). Frobenius’ statement above can thus not
be understood.
Compared with the knowledge available about the Lamba, little information about
the Losso has thus been published so far and many uncertainties and contradictions
still exist. It seems that the Losso adapted to the neighboring Lamba and Kabye and
adopted their way of life and cosmology after their immigration, keeping only their
different language. The same may therefore apply to their figurative work. The wide
stylistic variation across the Lamba and Losso regions remains surprising, varying
from highly abstract to more naturalistic expressions. The different styles
furthermore seem completely mixed and a smoother transition from the highly
abstract style of the northern Moba to the more naturalistic styles of the southern
Temba and Tchamba, as it might have been expected, cannot be discerned.
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Fig. 26, pages 54 & 55

Wood, collected in the Losso region (could however also be Lamba), 22 & 22.5cm
Michel van den Dries, Gent / Horstmann collection, Zug / Angst collection, Aeugstertal

Fig. 27, pages 56 & 57

Wood, collected in the Losso region (could also be Lamba), 17.5 & 19.5cm
Issifou Nourridine, Lomé / Galerie Africana, Zürich

Fig. 28, pages 58 & 59

Wood, collected in the Losso region (could also be Lamba), 2x23.5cm
Abdou Wada, Lomé / Galerie Africana, Zürich

Fig. 29, pages 60 & 61

Wood, collected in the Losso region (could also be Lamba), 32.5 & 30cm
Jo de Buck, Brussels / Bruce Moore, California / Joshua Dimondstein, Los Angeles

Fig. 30, pages 62 & 63

Wood, collected in the Losso region (could also be Lamba), 59cm
Seydou Moussa, Lomé / Galerie Africana, Zürich

Fig. 31, pages 64 & 65

Wood, collected in the Losso region (could also be Lamba), 77 & 73cm
Seydou Moussa, Lomé / Galerie Africana, Zürich

Fig. 32, pages 66 & 67

Bronze, collected in the Losso region, 23cm
Galerie Africana, Zürich

Fig. 33, pages 68 & 69

Terracotta, collected in the Losso region, 37cm
Haruna, Lomé, Togo / Galerie Africana, Zürich
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11. Mamprusi
The Mamprusi people live in the northeastern part of the Northern Region and the
Upper East Region of Ghana and in the west of northern Togo, see Figs. 2 and 3.
Main neighbors in the north are the Kusasi, the Moba in the west and in the south
the Dagomba. They are an equestrian people that immigrated from the northeast
in the 14th century and founded the Mamprusi state (or kingdom) from which the
Dagomba and Mossi states then separated [1‐3] (abridged version). A parallel
authority system developed, i.e. a chieftainship established by the immigrated
people and an acephalous custodianship of the earth maintained by the
autochthonous population. However, both peoples adhered to similar animistic
belief systems in 1991, as they are typical in northern Ghana and Togo [3].
Davis [2] differentiated the traditional settlement area and the sphere of influence
of the Mamprusi according to Fig. 34 (left) and revealed that the settlement was
very heterogeneous in 1960; only about 44% of Mamprusi lived in the traditional
area together with strong minorities of the Bimoba (designation of the Moba in
Ghana), Konkomba, Kusasi, Frafra, Tampolensi and Mossi. The Mamprusi, however,
were the dominant ethnic group. According to Schlottner [3], local migration was
also frequent. Furthermore, the people denominations are quite confusing, with
the Mamprusi calling themselves ‘’Dagbamba’’ (anglicized ‘’Dagomba’’) and calling
the Dagomba ‘’Yoba’’ (people of the forest). The Kusasi denominate both,
Mamprusi and Dagomba, as ‘’Dagbamba’’ [1, 3]. Further synonyms of Mamprusi
are ‘’Mamprussi’’ or ‘’Manpelle’’. The language is Mampruli, which belongs to the
Oti‐Volta sub‐group of the Gur languages.

Fig. 34
Mamprusi area, from [2]
(left),
sculpture in Kpatua, 1911
[4] (middle),
sculpture in Mamprusi
village, 1969/70 [6]
(right)
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Wooden anthropomorphic representations originating from the Mamprusi were
neither mentioned in the literature of the 19th and 20th centuries nor found in
museum archives. A photo of a female sculpture in Kpatua, i.e. in the influence
sphere of the Mamprusi and core region of the Kusasi, was published in 1911 [4]
and 1939 [5] under different denominations (Moab‐region, Kpatua‐Mamprussi),
see Fig. 34 (middle) and Chapter 8 about the Kusasi. A similar male sculpture was
photographed by Zwernemann in a Mamprusi village in 1969/70 (Fig. 34, right),
where Moba were also living however [6]. Probably due to the resemblance to
Moba figures, he attributed the work to the Moba.
It was only in 2012 that a series of sculptures attributed to the Mamprusi was
offered for sale from the same source, see Fig. 35 [7]. These works were large‐scale
(between 90 and 180cm) and, albeit related, clearly different from typical Moba
sculptures. The faces in particular are much more detailed than in Moba works, in
which facial elements are in fact rather rare. The same questions arise as was
already the case for the southern Konkomba in Chapter 7. How was it possible that
such large‐scale sculptures remained undiscovered until a few years ago? Were
they thought of as not being saleable on the tribal art market? If so, but why are
they not mentioned in the ethnological literature? Or are these rather recent
‘’inventions’’ just manufactured for the market?

Fig. 35
Wooden sculptures
recently collected and
attributed to the
Mamprusi, 2012 [7]
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Furthermore, in view of the high level of heterogeneity of the settlements and the
Zwernemann example, both mentioned above, it cannot be excluded that these
works do not in fact originate from the Mamprusi but were only collected in the
Mamprusi region.
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Fig. 36, pages 74 & 75

Terracotta, collected in the Mamprusi region, 45cm
Seydou Moussa, Lomé / Galerie Africana, Zürich

Fig. 37, pages 76 & 77

Terracotta, collected in the Mamprusi region, 52cm
Seydou Moussa, Lomé / Galerie Africana, Zürich
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12. Moba
In contrast to the other peoples of Northern Togo, and with the exception of the
Lamba‐Losso, numerous research works exist about the Moba and their sculptural
oeuvre. The following summary and discussion therefore focus on earlier original
research based on independent fieldwork.
The Moba people live mainly in the Dapaong plane of the Savanes Region in
northwestern Togo and some in the northeastern part of Ghana where they are
known as ‘’Bimoba’’ [1, 2], see Figs. 2 and 3. An earlier denomination of Moba is
‘’Moab’’ [3]. Neighbors to the north and east are the Gurma, to the south the
Tchokossi and Konkomba, and to the west the Mamprusi and Kusasi. The Moba are
composed of numerous clans and lineages, few of which were assumed to be
autochthonous [2]. Hypotheses are that the Moba separated from the Gurma in
northern Burkina Faso and both then migrated southwards in the 17/18th century,
the former first more to the west and the latter later to the east of northern Togo,
where they again intermingled [2]. The Moba however developed an ethnic identity,
although de Surgy for instance did not differentiate between Moba and Gurma [4].
The Moba are further closely linked to the Mamprusi (and less to the Konkomba);
with the former they intermingled and formed new Moba lineages [1]. The Moba (or
Moare) language belongs to the Gur sub‐family of the Oti‐Volta languages.
Fig. 38
Early Moba figures
collected (S1‐4),
photographed (S5), and
outlined (S6‐8)
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In 1986/1998, the political and social organization of the Moba was similar to that
of the other peoples in northern Togo and basically characterized by an acephalous
custodianship of the earth; sometimes they were organized in small chiefdoms
where they intermingled with the Mamprusi for instance [1, 2]. The cosmology was
again similar to that of the surrounding peoples, consisting of a supreme creator
god, Yendu (in this case), and a series of beneficent or malevolent bush or water
spirits. Ancestor and reincarnation beliefs also existed in 1983 [4], similar to those
Swanson described for the Gurma in 1985 [5]. Each human being had their
protective spirit, cicilg, according to Zwernemann in 1998 [2], while de Surgy
mentioned two such spirits, madaa‐nib and nindam‐nib, and only designated the
former as cicilk (or madaa‐cicilk) in 1983 [4]. Confusing in this respect is the fact
that Zwernemann and de Surgy also mentioned a personal protective spirit yendu,
which is a part of the creator god Yendu. The difference between the personal
protective spirits cicilg/k and yendu – if any exists – seems unclear. Kraemer [1] did
not mention a personal yendu spirit, she referred however to a personal yendu
shrine in 1986 (see below).
Concerning the sculptural work, several examples attributed to the Moba were
already collected and documented at around 1900, e.g. by Thierry [6, 7], Riegler [6]
and Gruner [8] (all of them German colonial administrators of the colonial Sansanne‐
Mangu district), Zech [3] or Frobenius [9], see Fig. 38 (S1‐6). Thierry offered around
1700 objects from northern Togo to the Graf von Linden in 1899 with most of them
then being acquired by German museums in 1900 [10]. Further Moba figures were
mentioned in 1951 (S7) and 1967 (S8) [11, 12].
Fig. 39
Atypical Moba figures:
photographed on a Moba
shrine (S9),
or attributed to the Moba
(S10‐12),
or Gurma (S13)
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Zwernemann acquired several Moba and Gurma figures for the German Linden
Museum in 1969/70 [10]. The first exhibition dedicated to the works of the Moba
was organized by Amrouche and Thiam in 1991 [13]; Amrouche estimated that
more than 150 Moba sculptures ‘’left’’ Togo and appeared on the tribal art market
between 1989 and 1991 [14].
The first sources denominated these figures as ancestor representations (Thierry in
[6], Zech [3] (hypothesis) and Frobenius [15], who designated them as kikirri).
Froelich [16] mentioned good‐natured spirits represented by anthropomorphic
figures called tcitcire. According to de Surgy, the figures are called cicili and
represent the madaa‐nib, as mentioned above [4]. He however also revealed that
they may represent ancestors – again his statements do not seem very clear.
Kraemer differentiated three types of figures according to their size and attributed
them with different functions/representations in 1986/87 [1, 17]. Figures of 15‐
20cm size, denominated yendu tchitcheri, were placed on the personal yendu
shrine and had a protective function; they did not represent any person or ancestor.
In addition to wooden figures, iron and ivory ones also existed. bawoong tchitcheri
were of 25‐90cm size and installed on household shrines; they represented recent
family ancestors. Larger figures, of about one meter or more in height, sakab
tchitcheri, represented clan‐founding ancestors; in most cases they were planted in
the ground. bawoong tchitcheri may be more detailed than the smaller and larger
figures and also show facial features (see S3 in Fig. 38 for instance). New Sakab
figures were no longer manufactured after 1980 since all ancient ancestors were
already represented. In the past, deteriorated figures may have been replaced, but
this was no longer done after 1980 [1]. Zwernemann [10] basically confirmed
Kraemer’s classification in 1997, but did however mention that the yendu tchitcheri
may also represent ancestors and, more specifically, pointed out that the tchitcheri
represent the cicili of the ancestors and not the ancestor spirits themselves.
As discussed in Chapter 5, the Gurma did not use anthropomorphic representations,
with the exception of the northeastern Togo area, where they are neighboring the
Moba. The Moba and Gurma figures cannot be differentiated furthermore. The
question thus arises as to where the Moba and Togolese Gurma have adopted the
sculptural tradition from, once settled in northern Togo, after their migration from
Burkina Faso, where they did not yet have this tradition (and assuming that this
migration hypothesis is valid). If the few autochthonous clans did not already have
sculptures, an explanation seems that an expansion of the sculptural tradition
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occurred, either from the west to the east or from the south to north, i.e. from
northern Ghana in the first case or southern Togo in the second case to northern
Togo.
This hypothesis may also explain some atypical figures collected and attributed to
the Moba by Thierry at around 1900, see Fig. 39, which clearly exhibit the more
naturalistic style of the more southern peoples. The assignment of these examples
to the Moba was pronounced erroneous in [18] – however, perhaps it was not.
Atypical Moba figures were later also found on Moba or Gurma shrines by Krüger
[19] and Geis‐Tronich [20], see Fig. 39. Thus, as some highly abstract, ’’Moba‐like’’
figures can be found among the Lamba/Losso (see Fig. 20, p43), more naturalistic
ones may, in rarer cases, have also been created by the Moba/Gurma, by for
instance people who migrated early from the south and were then assimilated.
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Fig. 40, pages 84 & 85

Wood, collected in the Moba region, 57cm
Galerie Patrik Fröhlich, Zürich

Fig. 41, pages 86 & 87

Wood, collected in the Moba region, 61cm
Issiaka Moussa, Lomé / Galerie Africana, Zürich

Fig. 42, pages 88 & 89

Wood, collected in the Moba region, 84cm
Pierre Loos , Brussels / Galerie Kirbach, Düsseldorf

Fig. 43, pages 90 & 91

Wood, collected in the Moba region, 110cm
Galerie Amrouche, Paris / Horstmann collection, Zug
Published in: Amrouche P, Thiam A. Art Moba du Togo, 1991

Fig. 44, pages 92 & 93

Iron, collected in the Moba region, 22.5cm (left)
Galerie Walu, Basel, Switzerland
Iron, collected in the Moba region, 22.5cm (middle)
Horstmann collection, Zug
Iron, collected in the Moba region, 19cm (right)
Karl‐Heinz Krieg collection / Galerie Kirbach, Düsseldorf

Fig. 45, pages 94 & 95

Terracotta, collected in the Moba region, 22 & 23.5cm
Galerie Africana, Zürich
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13. Tamberma
The Tamberma live in the eastern part of Northern Togo and western part of Benin
(where they are called Somba), see Figs. 2 and 3. They are neighbors of the Lamba,
Losso and Kabye (in Northern Togo). The Tamberma are not autochthonous,
however, it seems not clear from where they immigrated; they claim themselves
originating from the north of Benin. Based on their remarkable mud tower‐houses
(takienta), their region was added to the List of UNESCO World Cultural Heritage
sites in 2004 [1‐4].
The cosmology of the Tamberma is manifested in their mud houses. Ancestor, spirit
and personal altars consist of conical mounds of hollow structure, which are placed
in front of the houses and seen as miniature versions of the latter, see Fig. 46 (left).
They thus fulfill the functions normally associated with sculpture in Africa – the
reason why sculpture is rare and plays a minor role in the Tamberma culture [2].
Frobenius, accordingly, already mentioned the lack of amulets in 1913 [5].
Nevertheless, several types of wooden figures were used in 1981‐2006. During
funerals, roughly carved figures represented the deceased; only arms, genitals and
head were marked, see Fig. 46 (right) [2‐4]. They were left in the cemetery where
the body has been buried [6].
Fig. 46
Sewane [4]: mound
shrines (left),
funeral figure in front and
more detailed figure
behind (right)
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Other wooden female figures, representing brides, were carried by men during
their initiation (lifoni) in 1981. Their physiognomy was more defined than that of
the funeral figures [2]. They were rather pole‐like in form (similar to Moba figures)
and exhibited both arm and leg and face details; they also wore cords around the
hips like young women [6]. Other human figures also related to men’s initiation
were kept in the granary support. Furthermore, modeled clay figures were
sometimes placed in front of the houses; they represented the ‘’people of the
earth’’ (bakabaniba) who guarded the earth and the underworld [2].
The appearance of the Tamberma figures, as described above, thus coincides with
the reduced and abstract conception of the statuary of their neighbors [7] and of
the Northern Togo in general [8].
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Fig. 47, pages 98 & 99

Wood, collected in the Tamberma region, 51cm (similar to bride figures, acc. to Blier [6])
Galerie Africana, Zürich
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14. Tchamba
The Tchamba people live in the Tchamba canton of the Nyala prefecture of the
Centrale region in Northern Togo; a village called Tchamba is also located in this
canton, see Figs. 2 and 3. Their main neighbors are the Temba/Kotokoli in the
southwest, the Bassari (or Bi‐Tschambe) in the northwest, the Kabye in the north
and the Bariba in the east (in Benin, amongst others); the south is only sparsely
populated. The Tchamba, already mentioned in 1898 [1], are a complex and
heterogeneous ethnic group composed of an autochthonous core (originally Lama)
and Bi‐Tchambe, Temba, Bariba, Ana, Anago, Ewe, etc. who have gradually
immigrated [2, 3]. Accordingly, Froelich listed eight clans in 1960, living in the
Tchamba canton and of different origins: Lare (origin Tcham, politically dominant),
Dopou (Bariba), Koli and Sangbe (both Lama), Nadjo, Dikeni and Nanto (all Temba),
and Nintche (Bassari) [3]. The Tchamba call themselves ‘’Kaselem’’, their language
is Akaselem, which is close to the Tobote of the Bassari [2] and belongs to the Oti‐
Volta sub‐group of the Gur languages
Ethnological field studies concerning the Tchamba are rare. The most
comprehensive document was established by Froelich [3], which contains a chapter
about the Tchamba canton, but mainly focuses on the different settlements and
their history. Although animistic beliefs similar to those of the neighbors in the
north and northwest still exist, islamization is well advanced. In 2011, a strong
Vodun ‘’complex’’ also existed, called Tchamba Vodun, which was based on former
Fig. 48
Sculptures attributed to
the Tchamba of Togo,
published since 1992
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slavery [4]. In particular, the Mami Tchamba spirit was venerated. The presence of
the Tchamba Vodun is not mentioned in [1‐3], i.e. before 1960.
No references or images/photos of anthropomorphic representations attributed to
the Tchamba could be found in the ethnological literature. In tribal art‐related
publications, sculptures attributed to the Tchamba were first published in the early
90s of the last century, see Fig. 48. They are often of large scale (>60cm), their
iconography is similar to that of the Temba, however more complex if compared to
Fig. 57, p115. The volumes of the body parts are more differentiated, a cylindrical
overall shape can no longer be recognized, the legs are often more flexed and many
more details are shown. Typical elements however are retained, e.g. the angulated
arms or the frequent more or less high crest. Scarifications can be seen in some
cases, but they are not frequent. The resemblance of the Tchamba statuary to that
of the neighboring Temba may be also explained by the significant presence of
Temba originating groups and the fact that the former Bassari (Bi‐Tchambe) don’t
use wooden anthropomorphic representations [5], as also discussed in Chapter 3.
Photos of a particular set of figures attributed to the Tchamba, which however does
not fit into the iconography shown in Fig. 48, have been gradually published since
2007, see Fig. 49. The shape of these figures is much more rounded, the posture
with the positioning of the forward stretched arms and the heavily encrusted patina
are significantly different if compared with Fig. 48. The eyes are identically
represented by cowry shells – it seems that these figures originate from the same
Fig. 49
Atypical sculptures
attributed to the
Tchamba of Togo,
probably from the same
workshop
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hand or workshop. The different appearance of these figures may either be explained
by their use in the above‐mentioned Vodun cult – whose figures and patina more
closely resemble this set – or they may not originate from the Tchamba.
The Tchamba of Northern Togo should not be confused with the Chamba living in
the east‐central Nigeria region and the neighboring parts of north Cameroon, to
the south of the Benue River. On the Cameroon side, however, as in Togo, a village
called Tchamba exists. Frobenius also denominated this Nigerian people
‘’Tchamba’’ [19]. Both peoples are however not related, the Chamba always lived
in their area and only local migrations occurred, mainly due to the Fulani Jihad at
the beginning of the 19th century [20]. They speak two distantly related languages,
the Chamba Daka and Chamba Leko, the former belonging to the Dakoid group and
the latter to the Leko‐Nimbari group of the Niger‐Congo languages.
The iconography of the Chamba statuary has similarities to that of the Tchamba,
however, significant and typical differences may exist, as shown in Fig. 50. In most
cases, the shoulder joints are pushed forward, sometimes even located in front of
the body. The arms are also angulated, either detached from the body or carved in
relief. In the latter case, the body has often the shape of a slender, cylindrical
column [21]. Head crests are often exhibited, as on Tchamba figures, however,
frequent conical head‐superstructures, as shown in Fig. 50, do not exist in the
Tchamba iconography. There are numerous figures, however, where these
differences are less pronounced and a clear attribution based purely on style may
be difficult.
Fig. 50
Sculptures attributed to
the Chamba of
Nigeria/Cameroon
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Fig. 51, pages 104 & 105

Wood, collected in the Tchamba region, 19cm
Michel van den Dries, Gent / Horstmann collection, Zug / Angst collection, Aeugstertal

Fig. 52, pages 106 & 107

Wood, collected in the Tchamba region, 41cm
Galerie Africana, Zürich

Fig. 53, pages 108 & 109

Wood, collected in the Tchamba region, 38.5cm
Galerie Africana, Zürich

Fig. 54, pages 110 & 111

Wood, collected in the Tchamba region (Kambole), 97.5cm
Galerie Africana, Zürich

Fig. 55, pages 112 & 113

Wood, collected in the Tchamba region, 125cm
Galerie Amrouche, Paris / Horstmann collection, Zug
Published in: Junge P, Wildung D. 5000 Jahre‐Afrika‐Ägypten‐Afrika,
Sammlung W. und U. Horstmann und Staatliche Museen zu Berlin. Kettler Verlag Berlin, 2008
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15. Temba‐Kotokoli
The Temba people live in the Tchaudjo and Assoli prefectures of the Centrale and
Kara regions in Northern Togo, see Figs. 2 and 3. The settlement area extends to
the eastern border with Benin and the Tchamba people, in the northeast to the
Kabye and northwest to the Bassari‐Ntcham. In the west, Dagomba tribes are
located, in the south live also some Kabye and Losso [1], although part of it is
inhabited. The Temba are a complex and heterogeneous ethnic group composed of
an autochthonous rural population (originally Lama‐Lamba) and equestrian people
as well as dealers and shepherds (which also brought Islam), who have gradually
immigrated mainly from the north (Gurma), the west (Dagomba, Bassari) and east
(Bariba) since the 17th century [1, 2, 3]. The predominant Mola clan, established by
the Gurma, founded several village communities that joined together to form the
influential Tchaudjo kingdom (also denominated Kotokoli) at the beginning of the
19th century. The influence of this kingdom started to decrease however with
colonization [4]. Common to this resulting ethnic mixture is the language, Tem,
which belongs to the Oti‐Volta sub‐group of the Gur languages. Alternative
denominations for Temba are ‘’Tem’’, ‘’Tim’’, ‘’Tembia’’, ‘’Kotokoli’’.
The cosmology of the Temba was not very developed in 1963 (in non‐islamicized
regions), which may be attributed to the strong ethnic mixture [2]. Earlier myths
and rituals of the autochthonous people were not maintained, e.g. collective
Fig. 56
Figures from Temba
region in 1907‐09,
Frobenius Image Archive,
designated ‘’Tim’’ [6]
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initiation ceremonies did not exist. They adhered to similar animistic beliefs to
those of the neighboring people, including a creator god, different types of
benevolent and malevolent spirits, ancestor worship and reincarnation beliefs [1,
3]. Benevolent invisible spirits were the arzini, which could habit objects, known as
lezazi, e.g. conical mounds or wooden figures that were sacrificed [1]. Frobenius
mentioned clay and wooden figures as early as 1911 [5], which appeared in pairs
and were denominated lisa, lissassi or lesassi, see Fig. 56 [6]. Female figures were
designated tjettere, and male figures djere. These figures did not represent
ancestors, they protected against illness and other misfortunes.
Although several ethnological field studies concerning the traditional religion and
socio‐political organization of the Temba were established [1‐5, 7], few of them [1,
5] mention the existence of sculptures and figures and their function. In the tribal
art‐related literature, however, several sculptures attributed to the Temba were
documented at a very early stage. Markov displayed a photo of a large (125 cm)
sculpture in 1919 [8] (see Fig. 57, on the far left, collected by Thierry in 1899 [9]),
which was then also published in 1954 [10] and 1979 [11]. Further figures are
shown or referenced in 1954 [10] and 1969 [9 (collected in 1907), 12], see Fig. 57.
Amongst others, a photo of a second very large statue (153 cm) was published in
[12] (Fig. 57, far right). No information about the function of these large sculptures
is available, i.e. if they also served as lezazi or had different purposes, maybe on the
clan or village and not individual level.
Fig. 57
Figures collected in
Temba‐Kotokoli region or
attributed to Temba‐
Kotokoli
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Characteristic in the iconography of these figures is the basic cylindrical shape
(typical for northern Togo figures) and particularly the angled forearms where the
hands (in many cases) approach and are at the same height as the genitals, see Fig.
57. Compared to the northern Moba and Kusasi, these figures portray much more
detail of the face and body. Often a high crest is exhibited which may be in line with
the nose bridge. Smaller figures, however, may approach the simpler shape and
appearance of the neighboring Lamba and Losso figures (see Fig. 57, 3rd from the
right), which exhibit simplified arms and flat heads in most cases. However, in
contrast to the Lamba/Losso, the (published) figures attributed to the Temba do
not display any scarifications. Other figures designated as being Temba/Kotokoli do
not really fit into this iconography (e.g. the 2nd and 3rd ones from the left in Fig.
57), which may be attributed to similar reasons as those mentioned in the case of
the Konkomba in Chapter 7.
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16. Summary and Conclusions
The above analyzed statuary of the peoples of northern Togo and the border areas
of Ghana, Burkina Faso and Benin have revealed a significant heterogeneity in many
respects, i.e. in i) the existence (or non‐existence) of any sculptural work, ii) the
origin of the peoples (including their composition and political and spiritual
systems), iii) their language family affiliation, iv) the sculptural conception, and v)
the sculptural functions. In the following, the collected data will first be compiled
and compared. An attempt will then be made to extract and establish relationships
between i) the existence of any sculptural work and ii) the origin and language
family affiliation of these peoples. In a third part, the sculptural conception and
functions will be discussed and the results summarized.
Fig. 58
Distribution of sculptural
works in northern Togo
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Compilation of collected data
An overview of the existence of (anthropomorphic) sculptural work is shown in Fig.
58. This overview is based on references in literature since the beginning of the
colonial era and does not take into account any recent developments initiated and
driven by the tribal art market, as described in the previous chapters. Significant
works, in terms of both number and size, could be found among the Moba, Lamba,
Losso‐Naudeba, Tchamba and Temba‐Kotokoli. Only among two peoples, the
Bassari‐Ntcham and Konkomba, sculptural work (originally) seems non‐existent, as
(explicitly) written by Frobenius (1913 [1]) and Hahn (1991 [2]) in the former and
Frobenius (1913 [1]), Froelich (1954 [3]) and Hahn (1996 [4]) in the latter case. For
the remaining peoples, shown in blue in Fig. 58, few references to the existence of
(mostly small‐scale) sculptural works could be found, thus rather implying that their
significance is minor (although concluding from the absence of references an
absence of statuary may not be applicable in all cases).
Fig. 59
Origin of the peoples in
northern Togo
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The Kabye‐Kabre are classified under ‘’minor’’ since they seem to use mainly small‐
scale terracotta or clay figures, whose significance does not appear comparable
with the sculptural work of the neighboring peoples. No information could be found
about any sculptural work of the Ngangam‐Dye. Also it is worth mentioning that
none of these peoples seem to use masks in their cultural life.
An overview of the origin of the peoples is given in Fig. 59. Three categories are
differentiated, i) autochthonous, ii) immigrated and iii) mixed peoples.
Autochthonous peoples are understood as the acephalous population that formed
between the 11th and 15th centuries in the Oti‐Volta basin and corresponds to
what has been defined as the old‐Nigritic population by Baumann [5, 6]. The
‘’mixture’’ category subsumes two types of mixtures, i) mixtures after local
migration of (basically autochthonous) peoples already present in the Oti‐Volta
basin, or ii) mixtures of autochthonous peoples and immigrated (mostly equestrian)
Fig. 60
Languages of the peoples
in northern Togo
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peoples from the north (Dagomba, Gurma, Mamprusi) or west (Anufo‐Tchokossi)
in the 14th to 18th centuries, who also established kingdoms. It should be
mentioned, however, that the first category of ‘’mixtures’’ is not only a result of
local migration but also of peoples grouped under the same denomination by the
colonial authorities (e.g. the Konkomba), without taking into account their different
origins. The ‘’immigrated’’ category subsumes peoples who immigrated from the
north into the Atakora mountain region in the 16th to 17th centuries without
subsequent mixture, i.e. the Losso‐Naudeba and Tamberma. All the peoples shown
in Fig. 59 are settled with the exception of the Konkomba, who are considered semi‐
nomadic, according to Frobenius [1].
An overview of the peoples’ affiliation to different language families is shown in Fig.
60. With the exception of the (immigrated) Anufo‐Tchokossi (Kwa family), all the
peoples belong to the Gur language family. Within this latter family, however, five
different subgroups are represented, the largest being the Oti Volta Gurma
subgroup, followed by the Oti Volta Mole‐Dagbani and Grusi subgroups (the latter
being a Southern Gur subgroup as opposed to the other four Northern Gur
subgroups).
Concerning spiritual systems, animistic as well as Islamic beliefs exist among all
peoples, although their distribution varies significantly, i.e. the proportion of
Islamic beliefs is different, as shown in Fig. 61 [7]. In many cases, however, spiritual
elements of both cultures intermingle and a blend of traditional and Islamic beliefs
has evolved [8]. The (original) animistic belief systems are very similar among all
peoples, consisting of a creator god and an intermediate level of benevolent and
malevolent spirits and the ancestors, who mediate between God and the people.
Existence of sculptural work
The possible correlations between the existence of any sculptural work (Fig. 58) and
the peoples’ origin (Fig. 59) and languages (Fig. 60) are analyzed in the following, in
order to derive possible reasons for the former, i.e. the existence of statuary.
The peoples with significant sculptural work are either autochthonous (Lamba),
mixed with an autochthonous core (Moba, Tchamba, Temba‐Kotokoli) or immigrated
(Losso‐Naudeba). The Lamba, Tchamba and Temba‐Kotokoli in addition have a
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common autochthonous Lama core. These peoples either have acephalous systems
(Moba, Lamba, Losso‐Naudeba, Tchamba) or were organized in a kingdom (Temba‐
Kotokoli). They belong to different subgroups of the Gur language family, i.e. Oti
Volta Gurma (Moba, Tchamba), Oti Volta Yom‐Nawdm (Losso‐Naudeba) or Grusi
(Lamba, Temba‐Kotokoli). The immigrated Losso‐Naudeba seem to have been
completely assimilated into the neighboring Lamba and thus also have adopted
their sculptural tradition. Concerning the existence of any significant sculptural
work, the strongest basic parameter therefore seems the common autochthonous
Lama origin or influence, which is only missing in the Moba composition (for which
a hypothesis about the origin of their works has been derived in the concerning
Chapter 12).
Fig. 61
Spread of Islam before
1911: red zones are
intermixed with Islam [7]
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Coming back to the Kabye‐Kabre however, they also comprise this autochthonous
Lama core and it therefore seems inexplicable why they don’t have a similar extent
of sculptural tradition to that of their neighbors. No obvious relationship between
the existence of any significant sculptural work and language affiliation could be
derived.
The peoples (originally) without any sculptural work are the Bassari‐Ntcham and
Konkomba. From their origin, composition and language it cannot be deduced why
they should not have any statuary. The only reason may be derived from Baumann
[6], who claimed that nomadic (pastoral) peoples don’t have any sculptural
tradition. Since the Konkomba are described as semi‐nomadic (see above) and
almost 50% of the Bassari‐Ntcham people are of paragourma origin (to which the
Konkomba belong), this might constitute one reason.
The existence of only minor sculptural work may be linked to different reasons, i)
an early and significant islamization (Anufo‐Tchokossi, Dagomba, see Fig. 61) [6], ii)
the influence of equestrian people immigration without any sculptural tradition
(Anufo‐Tchokossi, Dagomba, Gurma, Mamprusi), or iii) spiritual functions normally
associated with sculpture are fulfilled by other means (Tamberma). In the second
case, the sculptural tradition is only maintained by the rural autochthonous
population. Again no relationship between the extent of sculptural works and the
language family could be found.
Sculptural conception and functions
The sculptural conception of the statuary of northern Togo clearly corresponds to
what has been defined as the ‘’pole‐style’’ by Baumann [5, 6], which is linked to
old‐Nigritic autochthonous populations (see also von Sydow [9]). A closer look,
however, reveals a clear tendency moving from a certain conceptual naturalism
towards a more pronounced abstraction and simplicity in two directions, i.e. i) from
the southern Centrale to the northern Savanes Region and ii) from the west to the
east along the northern Ghana and Togo border areas, see Fig. 62. From south to
north, the works of the southern Temba‐Kotokoli and Tchamba are (in most cases)
more naturalistic than those of the northern Moba. The Lamba and Losso‐Naudeba
exhibit a mixture of more naturalistic or abstract works, while the more abstract
ones prevail if comparing the numerous examples in [10]. In the west‐to‐east
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direction, the same tendency seems discernable from the western Lobi‐Dagari to
the eastern Moba. Kraemer [11] already considered Dagari figures, shown by
Goody [12], as being of a similar style to Moba figures. To demonstrate this west‐
to‐east tendency more clearly is difficult however, since little information about the
peoples and their sculptural work in the northern border area of Ghana is available
i.e. concerning the Sisala, Kasena or Frafra peoples for instance.
The reasons for this tendency are difficult to ascertain. The hypothesis established
by Elisofon and Fagg [13], i.e. that increasing abstraction may be caused by Islamic
influence, does not apply in this case (and is generally contradicted by Bravmann
[8]). Another explanation may be (again) based on Baumann [6], i.e. that highly
naturalistic sculpture first developed as court art in sacred kingdoms and then may
have spread and become more pole‐like. In the present case the southeastern
Yoruba‐Ife, Benin and Dahomey kingdoms in Nigeria and Benin could have been the
Fig. 62
Sculptural conception:
from fairly naturalistic to
abstract
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starting points of such a development towards the north of Togo. This hypothesis
would be supported by the twin cult also found among the Lamba and Losso‐
Naudeba, which originated from the Yoruba.
The functions of the sculptural works are typical for animistic systems and don’t
greatly differ among the various peoples. They either represent ancestors, provide
homes for benevolent spirits or trap malevolent spirits or have simply personal
protective functions.
Summary
The sculptural tradition in northern Togo seems to be closely linked to the old‐
Nigritic autochthonous peoples, in particular the original Lama population. The
development or significance of this tradition may have been fostered by a southern
Yoruba‐Dahomey influence and hindered, in the west in particular, by increasing
islamization or immigration of alien cultures.
The sculptural conception corresponds to the typical ‘’pole‐style’’ linked to old‐
Nigritic peoples. Within this style three substyles could be identified, i) the more
abstract style of the northern Savanes Region (comprising the Kusasi, Moba,
Gurma), ii) a mixed style of the Kara Region (Lamba and Losso) and iii) the (often)
more naturalistic style of the southern Centrale Region (Tchamba and Temba‐
Kotokoli). Within these substyles, however, the origin of a sculpture according to
the different peoples cannot normally be differentiated, as already demonstrated
in the Kusasi and Mamprusi chapters for the Savanes Region. A differentiation
between Lamba and Losso or Tchamba and Temba‐Kotokoli works, i.e. works within
the Kara or Centrale Regions, is also not possible without knowing the precise
location of origin. Even differentiating between works of the Kara and Centrale
Regions is sometimes difficult or impossible, particularly in cases of more
naturalistic representations. One element of differentiation may be the presence
of a head crest, which is typical for the Centrale Region and seems absent in the
Kara Region, as shown in the numerous examples in [10]. The works of the Kara
region also are of smaller scale, less than 40‐50 cm in height in most cases.
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17. Annex
Works from Lamba/Losso carvers
A trend in African Art is to ‘’free’’ tribal art ‘’artists’’ from their anonymity and
identify so‐called ‘’master carvers’’ or ‘’African masters’’, as demonstrated, for
instance, for carvers of the peoples of the Ivory Coast in [1]. No similar attempt has
yet been made for the works of the peoples of northern Togo and Ghana. The
reasons may be manifold, e.g. because the artistic value of these works is often not
considered comparable to that of those from the Ivory Coast or Congo for instance
and they are thus ignored, or just because the number of published examples (most
probably for the same reason) is not sufficient to identify groups of similar works
that can be attributed to one carver or workshop. An exception is the work
(presumably) from a (presumable) Tchamba carver or workshop, shown in Fig. 49,
which demonstrates that it is nevertheless possible to identify such related groups
of works. Further examples, i.e. the works of three Lamba/Losso carvers (or
workshops), could be identified and are shown and discussed in the following.
Carver‐1
Initiated by a recent sale of a couple attributed to the Losso in [2] (and also shown
in Fig. 29, p60/61), three further couples and a single figure (remnant of a couple?)
were identified in [3] (nos. 5, 20, 24, 25), which may originate from the same carver
(Carver‐1) or at least workshop, see Fig. 63.
Fig. 63
Lamba/Losso figures of
presumably the same
Carver‐1,
real size ratio
(height in cm)
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The pure Losso attribution in [2] should be rectified however, since differentiation
between figures of the Losso or Lamba is (normally) not possible, as previously
discussed, which is why the attribution Lamba/Losso is used here.
The composition of the nine figures, S1‐9, is almost identical, i.e. dome‐shaped
head exhibiting only grooves for eyes and mouth, elongated cylindrical body with
breast and navel protrusions, scarifications and absence of arms, stepped disc‐
shaped pelvis, and legs with accentuated knees, anchored in a base element. The
sex of the figures cannot be differentiated (based on these photos and in S1/2).
They exhibit only a small variation in height, from 28.5 to 34.5cm. Analyzing their
proportions in Fig. 64 reveals that these were very similar, with the exception of
the S1‐figure (navel too high) and S7 (breasts and navel too low) – in fact, the
expression of this latter figure deviates the most from the others.
The exhibiting of similar proportions is considered a key element in the attribution
of works to a specific carver. Together with the conceptual and detail similarities it
seems thus justifiable to attribute these works to the same carver or at least
workshop.
Carver‐2
Works of a second Lamba/Losso Carver‐2 (or workshop) are discussed in the
following. Photos of seventeen figures, i.e. six couples and five single figures, S10‐
26, were collected from literature and are shown in Fig. 65. Their overall figural
conception is very similar, although significant differences do exist. The height of
Fig. 64
Same figures shown with
normalized height, i.e.
same throat‐instep
distance and parallel lines
for mouth, breasts, navel,
pelvis and knees to
compare proportions
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the figures varies only slightly, from 22 to 27 cm. The body is elongated and spindle‐
shaped with accentuated angled arms and oversized hands clenched into fists. The
breasts, independent of sex, are flat and rectangular‐ or slightly trapezoidal‐shaped,
Fig. 65
Lamba/Losso figures of
presumably the same
Carver‐2 or workshop
(height in [cm] and sex),
normalized height to
visualize proportions, i.e.
same distance nose root‐
instep, parallel lines at
mouth, breasts, hands,
navel levels
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with the exception of the S25‐26 couple where they form irregular hexagons, see
Fig. 66. The heads are basically oval, exhibiting however significant differences, i.e.
either a forward domed (S10‐17) or a receding (S18‐26) forehead and different
numbers of diagonal scarifications. Some of the male figures have a kind of knob
on the head. The compact legs are short and bent, the instep is inclined outwards.
The genitals are only roughly indicated by a protruding triangle or a vertical incision.
The proportions in the height direction are similar, which is clearly apparent after
the normalization (or scaling) of the height performed in Figs. 65 and 66 (see
captions); only the size of the head and height of the breasts and fists vary slightly.
The slenderness however varies significantly from rather compact (e.g. S17, S21) to
much more slender (e.g. S14 or S18), even within the same couple (S23‐24).
However, no relationship between slenderness and height or sex could be derived.
The references of figures S10‐12, S15‐16, S23‐26 in online archives [4, 5, 7, 11, 12]
indicate Niamtougou as region of origin – it thus seems that some of these
attributions were copy‐pasted and it is not clear which was the original one.
According to [3], figure S14 was collected in the region of Kouméa, which is
however less than 10km to the east of Niamtougou and thus does not contradict
the former origin. Both locations are in the Losso area, as shown in Chapter 10 (Fig.
Fig. 66
Comparison of head and
breast design, normalized
height, i.e. same distance
nose root‐breasts,
parallel line at mouth
level
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24). As mentioned in the latter and Chapter 9 about the Lamba, these peoples are
however intermingled and a clear attribution is therefore not possible, which is why
the denomination Lamba/Losso‐carver was maintained. In contradiction to the
above is the reference for figures S19‐20. The couple, according to [9], was
collected in situ by Frobenius in around 1930 and is attributed to the Kotokoli, who
live much further to the south, see Chapter 15. Frobenius however was travelling
in this region in 1909 [13, 14] and not 1930; this reference and attribution thus
seems incorrect.
The figures in those references [4, 5, 7, 11, 12] are further designated as ‘’alua’’,
which indicates ‘’homes’’ of spirits or ancestors [3]. However, since they often
appear as couples (the single figures may also be remnants of couples), a
representation of twins (‘’rimpu’’ or ‘’dumbia’’ according to [3]) seems also possible.
Since noticeable differences exist among the seventeen figures, it cannot be
excluded that they originate from several carvers, although a carver may slightly
vary his style over perhaps several decades of work. The figures of this carver/
workshop are much more naturalistic than those of Carver‐1. From the iconography
point of view, however, they are basically comparable, i.e. only just standing
figures, and no further variation exists, with the small exception of the knobs on
the head whose significance however is unknown.
Carver‐3
The works of a third Lamba/Losso Carver‐3 (or workshop), are presented in the
following. Photos of seven figures, S27‐S33, collected from literature, are shown in
Fig. 67. In contrast to the works of the previous two carvers, the height of these
figures varies significantly, from 15 to 46cm. In all figures, a spherical head is
supported by a relatively long cylindrical neck, borne by a compact, box‐shaped
torso. The torso is separated from the pelvic ring and buttocks either by a grooved
ring – into which may be inserted a cord (S32) – or a protruding ring (S27/28/31).
The arms are short and straight (S28‐30/32/33) or angled (S27/31), separated from
the body in the larger figures (S27/28) and attached to the body in the smaller ones
(S29‐33) – while those of the largest figure (S27) are connected to the body by nails
and thus rotating. The legs are short and compact, the feet also are compact and
pointed towards the front. Some of the figures have pointed breasts, others not –
a detail that may indicate gender, since all figures have a small protrusion in the
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front either on the protruding ring or below the grooved ring that does not allow
clearly identification of sex.
Further common and sometimes size‐dependent details are the eyes, which consist
either of cowry‐shell inserts in the two larger figures or are completely absent in
the smaller figures (due to the lack of space for cowry shells?); the pointed nose
carved out by an underlying incision in which the two nostrils are embedded; the
thin mouth; the pointed chin; and the small deep‐set and protruding ears which are
sometimes pierced (S27‐29/32). The hairstyle is further structured by longitudinal
and transversal grooves in the three larger figures (S27‐29) while the other smaller
figures don’t exhibit any characteristics of a hairstyle.
Figure S28 originates from the ‘’Region of Ataloté’’ and S30 from the ‘’Region of
Terité’’ according to [3], see Chapter 9 (Fig. 19) about the Lamba. These different
locations would suggest that these figures originate from different carvers.
However, since these villages are only about 3km apart ([17], map on p.44), the
two‘’regions’’ may overlap and the figures may nevertheless originate from the
same location.
One way to shed further light on the question of origin, i.e. whether these figures
were manufactured by one or several carvers, who in the latter case may have
Fig. 67
Lamba/Losso figures of
presumably the same
Carver‐3 or workshop,
real size ratio
(height in cm)
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belonged to one or different workshops, is – once more – the analysis of their
proportions. In order to analyze the proportions in the height direction, the figures’
heights were normalized (or scaled) to the same mouth‐instep distance in Fig. 68,
in the front and lateral views (where available). The result shows that with the
exception of the largest figure S27, the proportions are similar. In S27, the legs are
a bit longer and the pelvis thus higher; the head is smaller and the figure is more
slender than the others. S28 also seems more slender, however, the view is not
totally frontal which may distort the assessment.
To conclude, the seven figures exhibit significant similarities in their overall
conception, proportions and details. These similarities however are not as
pronounced as was the case for Carver‐1 and Carver‐2. Nevertheless, it still seems
possible that they originate from the same carver or at least workshop. What is
atypical in the larger figures for works from the Lamba and Losso is the
representation of the eyes by cowry shells and the movable arms of figure S27. Both
are elements that can be found in works from the south of Togo, e.g. from the Ewe;
a southern influence thus seems apparent, as was also the case for the Tchamba
carver discussed in Chapter 14 (Fig. 49).
Fig. 68
Same figures shown with
normalized height, i.e.
same mouth‐instep
distance and parallel lines
for shoulders and pelvis
to compare proportions
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Conclusions
Compared to other peoples, e.g. the Lobi, the design repertoire of these three
carvers seems very restricted and limited to just standing figures – couple
representations in many cases – where only the figure’s height may vary, a
conclusion that also applies to the works of the above‐mentioned Tchamba carver.
The question arises as to whether the often extreme conceptual and formal
reduction of the figures of this region also coincides with a limitation in the
iconography in terms of body alterations and gestures. The more than 150
Lamba/Losso figures shown in [3] seem to confirm this hypothesis. Basic body
alterations mainly consist of missing arms; only two figures exhibit double‐heads
and one figure a Janus‐head. The missing arms seem rather to be in keeping with
the formal reduction than to express any specific ritual function, as is the case in
the Lobi works for instance. Ritual functions of the head alterations are nowhere
addressed and it is also not clear whether these elements date far back in history,
since the figures were collected after 2000 and no older examples are documented
in literature.
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